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Abstract 
Cohn, P.M., One-sided localization in rings, Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 88 (1993) 
37-42. 
A ring R is called right inversive if every left regular square matrix A over R (i.e. such that 
xA = 0 implies x = 0) has a right inverse over R. It follows by abstract nonsense that every ring 
R has a right inversive hull R*, i.e. a right inversive ring R* with a homomorphism R+ R* and 
universal with this property. What is proved here is that this homomorphism is an embedding; a 
similar construction is given for fully right inversive rings. where the defining property holds 
also for non-square matrices. Further, it is shown that every fully right inversive right 
semihereditary ring with ACC on direct summands of R, is semisimple. 
1. Introduction 
It has been known since the 1930’s that a non-commutative integral domain 
need not be embeddable in a skew field. More precisely, Malcev in [4] found an 
example of an integral domain R which cannot be embedded in a ring in which all 
the non-zero elements of R have inverses. For one-sided inverses the question was 
left open, though it is clear that (i) an element with a right inverse cannot be a 
right zero-divisor: if cc’ = 1 and XC = 0, then x = x. cc’ = xc. c’ = 0; and (ii) if an 
element has a right inverse but no left inverse, then it must be a left zero-divisor: 
if cc’ = 1# c’c, then c(1 - c’c) = (1 - cc’)c = 0. 
Let us call an element c of a ring R left regular if it is not a right zero-divisor, 
i.e. if for all x E R, xc = 0 implies x = 0. By what has been said, if R is to be 
embedded in a ring containing a right inverse of c, then c must be left regular. We 
shall call a ring right l-inversive, if every left regular element has a right inverse. 
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More generally, R will be called right n-inversive if the n X II matrix ring over R is 
right l-inversive, and R is said to be right inversive if every left regular square 
matrix has a right inverse. If every left regular matrix, square or not, has a right 
inverse, R is fuffy right inversive. For example, any right injective ring is fully 
right inversive, as is immediate from the divisibility criterion for injectivity (cf. [3, 
Theorem 6.6.11, p. 2461). 
Our objective here is to show that every ring R can be embedded in a fully right 
inversive ring S such that every left regular matrix over R has a right inverse over 
S. For a non-singular ring this is clear because its maximal quotient ring Q is 
self-injective and so can play the role of S, once it is shown that left regular 
matrices over R remain left regular over Q. However, we shall take a different 
route which avoids the need for this verification and which applies to all rings. We 
remark that a corresponding result for semigroups has long been known [l]. 
2. The right inversive hull 
Throughout, all rings are associative, with a unit element 1, which is inherited 
by subrings, preserved by homomorphisms and which acts unitally on modules. 
As a first step we show how to adjoin a right inverse to a left regular element. 
Given a ring R and any element c in R, we can form the ring R,, = R( c’ 1 cc’ = 1)) 
obtained from R by adjoining a single element c’ with the single defining relation 
cc’ = 1; we shall call this ring the right localization right-inverting c. Clearly it 
always exists, though it may be zero, for example if c = 0. Our object is to show 
that the natural homomorphism 
R+R,,=R(c’~cc’=l) (1) 
is an embedding when c is left regular (as we saw in Section 1, this condition is 
necessary). We remark that the right inverse for c in R,, will not be unique, 
because we always have c(c’ + (1 - c’c)~) = 1 for all u E R,,. 
To show that (1) is an embedding it is clearly enough to embed R into any ring 
which contains a right inverse for c. Such a ring may be formed as follows. Given 
a ring R and a left regular element c of R, we may assume that R is a K-algebra, 
where K is Z or Z/n, the integers mod IZ, depending on the additive order of the 1 
of R. Put U= R@QKR; the maps x+-+x@Jl, x++~@x are injective because they 
have a right inverse (composing from left to right) given by the multiplication map 
R 63 R -+ R. Now define two homomorphisms of R into U, qua K-module: 
f, : XHXC@l) f,:xHc@x. (4 
Since c is left regular, f, and f2 are again injective. We now form the pushout of 
these two maps 
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Here the kernels of the horizontal maps are isomorphic, as are those of the 
vertical maps (cf. [3, Proposition 3.1.6, p. 76]), hence R is embedded in V. Now U 
is an R-bimodule, hence so is V, writing c’ for the image of 18 1 in V, we may 
describe V as the set of all finite sums c xic’yi (x,,yi E R), subject to the 
relations defined by the pushout, namely xcc’ = cc’x (x E R). Moreover, the 
submodule of V consisting of all elements XC’ = cc’x is isomorphic to R, as 
R-bimodule. We now define 
V” =V@,V@~~~*C3’,V (n factors). 
It is clear that V” contains V”-’ as submodule, obtained when one of the factors 
on the right lies in R. Let S be the union of the V”; on S we have a multiplication 
induced by the isomorphism V’ C3 V” g V”“, and it is clear that this multiplication 
is associative and extends the multiplication on R. Thus S is a ring with R as 
subring; it is essentially the tensor ring on the bimodule V, cf. [2. p. 1131. 
Moreover, cc’ = 1 by construction, so S is the required right localization. 
Clearly, if c is a unit, then the right localization is R itself, because c can only 
have one inverse. Conversely, if c is not a unit, we can always adjoin a new right 
inverse (even when there already exists one in R), hence we obtain the following 
lemma: 
Lemma 2.1. Let R be any ring and c a left regular element of R. Then the natural 
map R--+ R,, of R into the right localization right 
an isomorphism precisely when c is a unit in R. 
inverting c is an embedding. It is 
0 
It is now an easy matter to obtain our main result, once we have made the 
appropriate definition. Let R be any ring and _YZ the set of all left regular square 
matrices over R. By a right inversive hull for R we understand a ring R* with a 
homomorphism A : R+ R* such that (i) A is right Z-inverting (i.e. the image of 
any matrix in _Z under A has a right inverse over R*), (ii) R* is right inversive and 
(iii) given any right Z-inverting homomorphism f from R to a right inversive ring 
R’, there exists a unique homomorphism f’ : R*-, R’ such that f = hf ‘. As a 
universal object R * is clearly unique up to isomorphism. Moreover, it is not 
difficult to show (by abstract nonsense) that R* exists; this will come out as a 
byproduct of the next result. What is important (and not entirely trivial) is that A 
is injective. 
Theorem 2.2. Any ring R has a right inversive hull R* and the natural homo- 
morphism h : R-+ R” is injective. 
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Proof. Let 2, be the set of all left regular elements of R. As a first step we form 
S,, the right localization right-inverting c,, and show that the natural homo- 
morphism R + S, is injective. If we try to use induction and Lemma 2.1, this 
would require us to verify that when one left regular element has been right- 
inverted, the others remain left regular. To avoid this (not too difficult, but 
tedious) verification, we proceed as follows. Lemma 2.1 can be applied to the 
matrix ring A,,(R) to adjoin a right inverse for any left regular 12 X n matrix over 
R; the result will be a ring containing d,,(R) and so of the form A,(T), where T 
is the centralizer of the matrix units. Thus R is embedded in T and any left regular 
y1 x n matrix A has a right inverse over T. Taking A to be diagonal, A = 
diag(c,, . , c,,), we see that A is left regular precisely if each ci is left regular, 
and over T each c, has a right inverse. In detail, if AB = I, where B = (b,), then 
c,b,, = 1. Thus by Lemma 2.1 we can embed R in a ring in which any given finite 
set of left regular elements of R has right inverses. For each finite subset A of 2, 
we have a right localization R,, containing R as a subring. In this way we obtain a 
direct system of rings { R(,}, each containing R. = R. Their direct limit is the 
right localization S, = R,,, right-inverting Z,. We now repeat the process: 
The union of this chain is a right l-inversive ring S with R as subring and it is 
straightforward to verify that it has the universal property that any right s,- 
inverting homomorphism to a right l-inversive ring can be factored uniquely by 
the embedding R+ S. 
Instead of C, we can take the set 
any finite subset A of 2, we can 
proceeding as before, we obtain a 
required universal property. 0 
2 of all left regular square matrices. Given 
again form the right localization R,,, and 
right inversive ring containing R with the 
A small trick allows us to right invert even the matrices that are not square. 
Corollary 2.3. Any ring R can be embedded in a fully right inversive ring S such 
that all left regular matrices over R become right invertible over S. 
Proof. Let us form the coproduct F = RH( X) = RZ;Z( X) with a free algebra on a 
countable set X over Z, and take the right inversive hull G of F. We claim that G 
is the required ring. We have to show that any left regular m x n matrix A over R 
has a right inverse over G. If m 2 n, we can add an m X m - n column block of 
zeros to obtain a square matrix (A 0) which is still left regular, and so has a right 
inverse over G. If this is ( F), then B is the required right inverse for A. 
If m < n. we consider the IZ + 1 x n + 1 matrix 
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where I’ is a column of n - m + 1 elements of X. This matrix is left regular over 
F: if (u, u) annihilates the matrix (4), we have uA = 0, uY = 0, hence u = 0 = u. 
The matrix (4) is square and so it has a right inverse over G: 
Now A B, = I, and this provides a right inverse for A. 
The same argument shows that over G, any left regular matrix, not necessarily 
square, has a right inverse, thus G is fully right inversive, as we wished to 
show. 0 
3. Modules over right inversive rings 
Let R be any ring and M a finitely presented right R-module. Then we have a 
resolution 
O+ K-+“R a”‘R+ M-0, (5) 
where “R denotes the space of column vectors of II components and CY is a map 
given by an m x II matrix A, u - Au; now M consists of all m-tuples x subject to 
the defining relations given by the columns of A. We note that (i) K = 0 if and 
only if A is right regular, (ii) M is bound (i.e. Hom,(M, R) =0) if and only if A 
is left regular; for a linear functional on M is given by an m-tuple c such that 
CA = 0 (cf. [2, p. 2281). Now the class of fully right inversive rings may also be 
described as follows: 
Theorem 3.1. Let R be a ring. Then R is fully right inversive if and only if the only 
finitely presented bound right R-module is 0. 
Proof. A finitely presented bound right R-module M has a resolution (5), where 
the map (Y is given by an m x n matrix A. Since M is bound, A is left regular, so if 
R is fully right inversive, A has a right inverse A’. This means that CY is surjective, 
for if u E “R, then u = A.A’u; hence M zcoker LY = 0. 
Conversely, assume that every finitely presented bound right R-module is 0 and 
let A be a left regular matrix. Then the module defined by A is bound and hence 
equal to 0; this means that every m-tuple is a linear combination of the columns 
of A, thus I = AA’ for some A’, and so A is right invertible, as claimed. 0 
For semihereditary rings the inversive property with a finiteness condition 
implies semisimplicity. This is the content of Theorem 3.2. I am indebted to K.R. 
Goodearl for suggestions leading to this improvement of an earlier, weaker result. 
Theorem 3.2. Let R be a fully right inversive right semihereditary ring with ACC 
on direct summands of R, as right R-module. Then R is semisimple. 
Proof. We first show that R is von Neumann regular; this will follow if we show 
that every principal right idea1 of R is projective. If aR # R, then RiaR cannot be 
bound, by Theorem 3.1, so there is a non-zero homomorphism from RiaR to R. 
The image P, is projective, so RIaR g P, ‘$3 N,. Here N, is again finitely presented 
and if N, # 0. then a repetition of the argument shows that N, z P, @ N,; after y1 
steps we have RlaR s P, @. . . CD P,, 03 N,, = P 03 N,, , say. Thus we have-a surjec- 
tive homomorphism R* P and so R z PG3 Q for some Q. By hypothesis the 
ascending chain P,, P, @ P2, . . . breaks off, which can happen only when N,, = 0, 
so we find that RlaR g P; hence RlaR is projective and splits over its kernel aR, 
which is therefore projective. Thus R is von Neumann regular. By ACC on direct 
summands, R cannot have an infinite family of orthogonal idempotents, hence R 
is semisimple. q 
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